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List of Issues & Major Conclusions 
 

 Explains updates to and presents Distribution System Loss Study. 

 Addresses proposal concerning Railroad Customer facilities and explains 
that the more feasible approach is the option to request the railroad 
customers to open the bus tie or feeder circuit breaker at each delivery point 
during normal conditions.   
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I. Introduction 1 

A. Identification of Witness 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Michael F. Born.  My business address is Two Lincoln Centre, Oakbrook 4 

Terrace, Illinois 60181-4260.  5 

Q. By what entity are you employed and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) in the position of 7 

Principal Engineer in the Distribution Capacity Planning Department. 8 

Q. Did you submit direct testimony in this proceeding? 9 

A. No, I did not. 10 

B. Purposes of Rebuttal Testimony 11 

Q. What are the purposes of your rebuttal testimony? 12 

A. First, I present revised Distribution System Loss Studies to correct errors discovered after 13 

direct testimony was filed in this proceeding.  I also address issues concerning the Study 14 

raised by Staff witness Greg Rockrohr and Retail Energy Supply Association (“RESA”) 15 

witness Roy Boston.  In particular, I respond to Mr. Rockrohr’s concerns that the 16 

Distribution System Loss Study (1) is based upon an outdated Transmission System Loss 17 

Study; (2) incorrectly assumes zero losses for some customer classes; and (3) 18 

inappropriately allocates some of system peak losses to Dusk to Dawn class.  Also, I 19 

respond to Mr. Boston’s testimony that the increase in line loss for Rate RDS is not 20 

acceptable and unexplained.   21 
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Second, I address issues raised by Mr. Rockrohr relating to ComEd’s use of 22 

Railroad Delivery Class customer-owned facilities.  I will address the operational issues 23 

associated with Mr. Rockrohr’s recommendation.  In his rebuttal testimony (ComEd Ex. 24 

42.0), Mr. Alongi will address the implications of approval by the Illinois Commerce 25 

Commission (“Commission”) of Mr. Rockrohr’s proposal for ComEd’s proposed 26 

allocation adjustment that reflects such use of railroad facilities.   27 

C. Background and Qualifications 28 

Q. What are your current responsibilities?   29 

A. As Principal Engineer, I am a subject matter expert in the areas of distribution capacity 30 

planning and distribution system analysis.  I lead the activities of professional engineers 31 

and planners in projects involving improvement of business processes, optimization of 32 

distribution system performance, enhancement of analysis tools and training of capacity 33 

planners.  In addition, I direct the work of two senior engineers who perform distribution 34 

system analysis companywide. 35 

Q. What previous positions have you held with ComEd? 36 

A. Before assuming my duties as Principal Engineer, I was a Consulting Engineer in 37 

Distribution Planning.  There I was the key technical consultant for the professional 38 

engineers and planners responsible for the evaluation and planning of modifications, 39 

reinforcements, upgrades, and expansions to ComEd’s distribution network and to the 40 

portions of ComEd’s transmission system which supply it, system-wide.  From 1998 41 

through 2000, I was responsible for direction and oversight of the planning for adequate 42 

capacity of distribution circuits and substations.  That meant managing the professional 43 

engineers and planners responsible for the evaluation and planning of modifications, 44 
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reinforcements, upgrades, and expansions to ComEd’s distribution network and to the 45 

portions of ComEd’s transmission system which supply it, system-wide. 46 

Q. What positions have you held prior to that? 47 

A. Early in my engineering career at ComEd, I worked in a Division Engineering office and 48 

at the System Technical Center planning and evaluating various distribution systems, 49 

including both feeders and substations.  Subsequently, I served as District Engineer for 50 

the DeKalb District.  As District Engineer, I was responsible for all of the engineering 51 

operations in the District, including those relating to the planning and maintenance of 52 

distribution service.  I also supervised the various field engineers assigned to the District. 53 

In 1978, I became the Planning Supervisor for the Northern Division.  As 54 

Planning Supervisor, I was responsible for overseeing the adequacy of the distribution 55 

system throughout the entire Northern Division, which includes the north and northwest 56 

suburbs of Chicago.  My duties included the evaluation of existing distribution systems 57 

including both feeders and substations and the planning of reinforcements, upgrades and 58 

expansion where required to serve our customers.  59 

In 1983, I transferred to ComEd’s headquarters, as a Senior Engineer in the 60 

System Planning Department.  Thereafter, in 1988, I was promoted to Section Engineer 61 

in charge of the Distribution Planning Section of the System Planning Department, which 62 

position I held until 1993, when I became ComEd’s Substation Planning Engineer as a 63 

result of centralizing distribution planning activities.  As ComEd’s Substation Planning 64 

Engineer, I had duties similar to those which I previously held, but in connection with a 65 

variety of distribution capacity enhancement projects.  In 1998, the Distribution Planning 66 

and Reliability Department was replaced by the Transmission and Distribution Planning 67 
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Department and I was given responsibility for oversight of the planning for 68 

capacity-related distribution reinforcements and distribution-supply projects.  69 

Transmission and Distribution Planning were separated in 2000, and I began my 70 

assignment as a Consulting Engineer in April 2000, reporting to the Director of 71 

Distribution Planning. 72 

In all, I have spent my nearly 40-year career at ComEd.  73 

Q. What is your educational background? 74 

A. I received a Bachelor of Science Degree in Electrical Engineering from Purdue 75 

University in 1971.  I have also taken a number of post-graduate courses in power 76 

engineering from the Illinois Institute of Technology. 77 

Q. Are you licensed as a Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois? 78 

A. Yes.  I have been a Licensed Professional Engineer in the State of Illinois since 1976. 79 

Q. Have you served as a member of any professional organizations, committees, or task 80 

forces, relating to electrical engineering? 81 

A. I am currently a Senior Member of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, 82 

commonly known as “IEEE,” and am a Member of the IEEE Power Engineering Society.  83 

I have served on an Electric Power Research Institute Task Force studying methods of 84 

evaluating and planning generating capacity expansion.  I also served for several years on 85 

the Working Group of the Mid-America Interconnected Network, commonly known as 86 

“MAIN,” that assessed adequacy of generating capacity. 87 

Q. Have you taught any courses or seminars in electrical engineering, electric system 88 

planning, and electric line planning and design? 89 
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A. Yes.  I have taught Engineering Economics courses to numerous engineers and 90 

accountants.  The courses in Engineering Economics I have taught cover topics including 91 

the analysis of engineering alternatives and the calculation of the cost and present value 92 

of revenue requirements of capital projects. 93 

D. Itemized Attachments 94 

Q. Please describe the attachments to your rebuttal testimony. 95 

A. There are two attachments to my testimony.  ComEd Ex. 34.1 reflects the Distribution 96 

System Loss Study originally submitted as ComEd Ex. 8.3 Rev. that incorporates 97 

revisions consistent with my rebuttal testimony.  ComEd Ex. 34.2 reflects the 98 

Distribution System Loss Study originally submitted as ComEd Ex. 20.1 Rev. that 99 

incorporate revisions consistent with my rebuttal testimony. 1 100 

II. Distribution Loss Study 101 

Q. Has ComEd identified any errors in the Distribution Loss Study submitted as 102 

attachments to the direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 8.3 Revised) and supplemental 103 

direct testimony (ComEd Ex. 20.1) of Terence Donnelly? 104 

A. Yes.  As a result of preparing responses to Data Requests regarding the calculation of the 105 

Distribution Loss Factors reported in ComEd Exhibit 8.3 Rev. and Exhibit 20.1 Rev., five 106 

changes in the approach have been identified that will result in a more appropriate 107 

allocation of energy losses to each of the customer classes.  These changes relate to 108 

transmission losses, secondary conductor losses, peak-loss reconciliation, transformer 109 

                                                 
1 Note that ComEd Ex. 20.1 Rev. is an alternative to the Distribution System Loss Study presented in 

ComEd Ex. 8.3 Rev. that reflects the alternative primary / secondary analysis and associated exemplar delivery 
classes presented by Mr. Alongi in ComEd Ex. 21.0 Rev.  See ComEd Ex. 20.0 Rev.  
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loss characteristics, and 139-69 kilovolt (“kV”) Transformer loss allocation to High 110 

Voltage Electric Service Station class. 111 

A. Transmission Losses 112 

Q. How are transmission losses utilized in the Distribution System Loss Study? 113 

A. The ComEd Distribution System Loss Study (ComEd Exs. 8.3 Rev. and 20.1 Rev.) 114 

utilizes the magnitude of transmission losses to determine distribution losses.   115 

Q. How were the transmission losses determined? 116 

A. The most recent analysis of transmission losses is contained in the report “1998 117 

Commonwealth Edison Transmission System Loss Study” dated September 27, 1999.  118 

This 1998 Transmission System Loss Study assessed losses for power system 119 

components that are classified as transmission in accordance with FERC Order No. 888.  120 

Annual energy losses were determined to be 1.6% of the transmission system load, 121 

energy exported from the ComEd zone and energy wheeled through the ComEd zone.  122 

Losses at the system peak were 2.16%.  The only change to the calculation of 123 

transmission losses in these studies was to increase the peak loss from 1.9% to 2.16% for 124 

consistency with the 1999 Transmission Loss Study. 125 

Q. How was the magnitude of transmission losses computed for the purposes of the 126 

Distribution System Loss Study? 127 

A. In the ComEd Distribution System Loss Study (ComEd Exs. 8.3 Rev. and 20.1 Rev.), the 128 

magnitude of transmission losses was determined by multiplying 1.6% by the total 129 

energy delivered plus distribution losses.  130 
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Q. How do you respond to Staff witness Rockrohr’s concern that the Transmission 131 

System Loss Study prepared in 1999 is outdated (Staff Ex. 6.0 22:492-23:524)? 132 

A. I agree that an update of the Transmission System Loss Study could be performed to 133 

better reflect the current system configuration and loading conditions or that a 134 

distribution loss factor study could be performed that would not require a determination 135 

of transmission losses.  However, it is imperative that the existing factor for transmission 136 

losses be utilized because ComEd must remain consistent with the manner transmission 137 

losses are allocated at the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (“FERC”) level.  138 

Otherwise, an irreconcilable discrepancy will exist between calculations at the FERC 139 

level and on the supply side.  The PJM Open Access Transmission Tariff Attachment H-140 

13 specifies that a 1.6% transmission loss factor be applied to measured load as well as 141 

any distribution losses. 142 

A new Transmission System Loss Study is rather labor intensive and would 143 

require a considerable amount of time and resources to complete.  ComEd plans to 144 

complete an update of the transmission loss study by the end of 2011, and would require 145 

consideration of complex transmission system power flows that were not present in 146 

earlier transmission studies.   147 

B. Secondary Conductor Losses 148 

Q. Do you agree with Mr. Rockrohr that the Distribution System Loss Study 149 

incorrectly assumes zero losses for in the 100-400 kW and 400-1000 kW classes 150 

(Staff Ex. 6.0, 23:525-25:566)?  151 

A. Yes.  I agree that although there are no secondary conductor losses, there are material 152 

energy losses in the service conductors used by customers in the 100-400 kW and 400-153 
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1000 kW classes.  As recommended, the assignment of secondary and service losses for 154 

these classes have been changed to 50% and 40% respectively.  In addition, the 155 

assignment of secondary and service losses to the Single Family (“SF”), Multi-Family 156 

(“MF”), Single Family – Space Heating (“SF_SH”), Multi-Family – Space Heating 157 

(“MF_SH”) and Watt Hour (“WH”) classes has been changed to 100% to reflect that 158 

secondary and service conductor losses occur for all customers in these classes.  As a 159 

result, the loss factor for the classes with an increase in secondary/service usage is 160 

slightly increased and the loss factors for other classes are slightly decreased. 161 

C. Peak Loss Reconciliation 162 

Q. What is Mr. Rockrohr’s recommendation regarding the Dusk to Dawn Lighting 163 

class in the Distribution System Loss Study? 164 

A. Having observed that the load of the Dusk to Dawn Lighting class load is zero at the time 165 

of the coincident peak, Mr. Rockrohr recommends that ComEd exclude the Dusk-to-166 

Dawn Lighting class when it reconciles its values for peak losses.   167 

Q. Do you agree? 168 

A. Yes.  Since the peak load reconciliation used in the loss analysis uses the coincident load 169 

for all other classes, it is not proper to include the non-coincident class peak of the Dusk 170 

to Dawn Lighting class in this calculation.  Thus, the peak loss reconciliation calculation 171 

portion of the distribution loss analysis has been revised to use a value of zero load for 172 

the Dusk to Dawn Lighting class in the peak loss reconciliation. 173 
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D. Transformer Loss Characteristics 174 

Q. Does the Distribution System Loss Study accurately include the transformer 175 

capacity in Megavolt Ampere (“MVA”) of transformers? 176 

A. No.  While preparing the response to Data Request DOE 2.06, ComEd discovered that 177 

the transformer capacity in MVA of certain retired transformers had been included in the 178 

total while the capacity of some new installations had been omitted.  The total MVA 179 

capacity, core loss% and I^2 R loss% used for transformers on the utility side of the 180 

meter as used by the High Voltage Electric Service Station (“HVESS”) class were 181 

updated to reflect current conditions. 182 

E. 138-69kV Transformer Loss Allocation to HVESS class 183 

Q. In the Distribution System Loss Study, were losses in 138-69kV transformers 184 

allocated to the HVESS class updated for 2009 loads? 185 

A. No.  While preparing the response to Data Request DOE 2.07, ComEd determined that 186 

the allocation of losses in 138-69kV transformers to the HVESS class had not been 187 

updated for loads experienced in 2009.  Utilizing the loading for the customers in this 188 

class that are supplied by a line voltage of 69kV, the allocation value has been changed to 189 

8%.  This change slightly increases peak losses for this class and has no material impact 190 

on the other customer classes. 191 
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F. Response to RES Witness Roy Boston 192 

Q. How do you respond to RESA witness Roy Boston’s contention that the 193 

approximately 4% increase in line losses for Rate RDS is not acceptable without 194 

explanation (RESA Ex. 1.0, 13:248-2602)? 195 

A. First, I note that the increase in System Average for Rate RDS is .26% (6.74%-6.48%).  196 

The approximately 4% increase that Mr. Boston complains of is the percentage increase 197 

based on the current line loss of 6.48% ((6.74%-6.48%)/6.48%).  Second, a change of 4% 198 

is not unusual as customer class energy use patterns are subject to change.  The 199 

Distribution Loss Factors (“DLFs”) in Rate RDS were last revised in ComEd’s last rate 200 

case, ICC Docket No. 07-0566.  In that proceeding, the Distribution System Loss Study 201 

used customer class usage data for the twelve months ending October 31, 2006.  In the 202 

current proceeding, the Distribution System Loss Study used customer class usage data or 203 

the calendar year ending December 31, 2009.  Finally, nothing about this change suggests 204 

any problem with the study or the system.  RESA has offered no basis or support for its 205 

contention.  206 

III. ComEd’s Use of the Railroad Class Customer Facilities 207 

Q. What is Staff witness Greg Rockrohr’s recommendation regarding ComEd’s use of 208 

the equipment of Railroad customers?  209 

A. Mr. Rockrohr recommends that ComEd should modify its distribution system to 210 

eliminate the existing practice of utilizing railroad customer facilities to supply other 211 

customers.  He offers two possible solutions: (1) ComEd should ask the Railroad 212 

customers to operate its 12,000 volt bus with one of the breakers open, so that if normal 213 

                                                 
2 Mr. Boston refers to Rate RDS, First Revised Sheet No. 75, in ComEd Ex. 16.24.  However, following the 

split of panel testimony on August 27, 2010, this is now ComEd Ex. 16.22 Rev. 
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ComEd supply were interrupted, supply could automatically be transferred to the 214 

alternate circuit; or (2) ComEd should assume ownership and maintenance of the 12,000 215 

volt bus and breakers at the Railroad traction power substations that it is using to supply 216 

customers.  Mr. Rockrohr indicates his preferred option is the first option described 217 

above.  (Staff Ex. 6.0, 26:595-31:693)   218 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Rockrohr’s first option and favored approach? 219 

A. The option to request the railroad customers to open the bus tie or feeder circuit breaker 220 

at each delivery point during normal conditions is the more feasible of his two 221 

suggestions.  If one ComEd feeder failed, the feeder circuit breaker could be opened and 222 

the bus tie or feeder breaker could be closed to restore full service.   223 

Q. Are there any disadvantages to requesting the railroad customers to open the bus tie 224 

or feeder circuit breaker at each delivery point during normal conditions? 225 

A. Yes.  The primary disadvantage of reconfiguration to an open loop configuration is that, 226 

for many locations, one of the feeders would be overloaded because the loading of the 227 

feeders would be unequal after the bus tie or feeder breaker is opened.  Feeder extensions 228 

and reconfiguration would be required to mitigate these overloads.  On a preliminary 229 

basis, ComEd has estimated the cost of these feeder reconfigurations at about $2,100,000. 230 

A second disadvantage to this option is that the railroad customers would need to 231 

automate circuit breaker opening and closing at each of their ComEd delivery points so 232 

that service would be fully restored in the event of a ComEd feeder outage.  ComEd is 233 

not aware if the railroad customers have estimated the cost of automating their circuit 234 

breakers for this purpose.  It is possible that the railroad customers may perceive an 235 

automated open loop configuration as a reduction in reliability.  However, this type of 236 
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service would be comparable to automated load transfer switchgear which is used to 237 

provide highly reliable service to many other customers.  In fact, there are two railroad 238 

facilities that are configured to operate in this mode today, based on our records (as 239 

indicated in our responses to Staff data request GER 5.05 and GER 7.10).  240 

Further, new operating procedures would need to be established between ComEd 241 

and the railroad customers.  For example, ComEd could request that the automatic 242 

service restoration at a railroad delivery point be disabled temporarily if ComEd has an 243 

abnormal configuration on one of the supply feeders.  244 

Q. Are there any advantages to requesting the railroad customers to open the bus tie or 245 

feeder circuit breaker at each delivery point during normal conditions? 246 

A. There are no apparent advantages to an open loop configuration from a system operator 247 

perspective.  ComEd and railroad system operators will continue to need to communicate 248 

and work together to arrange for switching and isolation points when a planned or 249 

unplanned feeder outage occurs. 250 

Q. How do you respond to Mr. Rockrohr’s second option that ComEd purchase these 251 

railroad facilities? 252 

A. The option for ComEd to own and operate the 12kV switchgear and bus that is used to 253 

supply traction power loads is not practical.  Unlike other industrial customer locations 254 

where ComEd owns 12kV switchgear and related distribution transformers, the 12kV bus 255 

at the railroad locations is co-located and integrated with power conversion equipment 256 

that is used to convert medium voltage alternating current to the low voltage direct 257 

current that is used for traction power.  Thus, Mr. Rockrohr’s second option that ComEd 258 
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purchase the relevant Railroad facilities would be an unnecessary use of a large amount 259 

of ratepayer funds to achieve a limited benefit. 260 

IV. Conclusions 261 

Q. Can you summarize your conclusions? 262 

A. Yes.  My conclusions are as follows: 263 

 This Distribution System Loss Study should be revised in five ways:   264 

 The assignment of secondary and service losses for the 100-400 265 

kW and 400-1000 kW classes should be changed to 50% and 40% 266 

respectively.  Also, the assignment of secondary and service losses 267 

to the SF, MF, SF_SH, MF_SH subclasses and the WH classes 268 

has been changed to 100% to reflect that secondary and service 269 

conductor losses occur for all customers in these subclasses and 270 

classes.  271 

 The peak loss reconciliation calculation portion of the distribution 272 

loss analysis should be revised to use a value of zero load for the 273 

Dusk to Dawn class in the peak loss reconciliation. 274 

 Update the total MVA capacity, core loss% and I^2 R loss% used 275 

for transformers on the utility side of the meter as used by the 276 

HVESS class. 277 

 The allocation value should be changed to 8% to utilize the 278 

loading for the customers in the HVESS class that are supplied by 279 

a line voltage of 69kV.  280 
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 These revisions are incorporated in ComEd Ex.s 34.1 and 34.2 and the 281 

resulting distribution loss factors are appropriate. 282 

 With respect to Mr. Rockrohr’s solutions for ComEd’s use of Railroad 283 

Customer facilities, the more feasible approach is the option to request the 284 

railroad customers to open the bus tie or feeder circuit breaker at each 285 

delivery point during normal conditions.  However, this approach does 286 

have disadvantages. 287 

Q. Does this complete your rebuttal testimony? 288 

A. Yes.   289 


